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The Best of the Independent Rhetoric and Composition Journals 2012 represents the
result of a nationwide conversation—beginning with journal editors, but expanding to
teachers, scholars and workers across the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition—to
select essays that showcase the innovative and transformative work now being
published in the field’s independent journals. Representing both print and digital
journals in the field, the essays featured here explore issues ranging from classroom
practice to writing in global and digital contexts, from writing workshops to community
activism. Together, the essays provide readers with a rich understanding of the present
and future direction of the field. In addition to the introduction by Julia Voss and Beverly
Moss, the anthology features work by the following authors and representing these
journals: Jamie White-Farnham (Community Literacy Journal), Noah R. Roderick
(Composition Forum), Kate Pantelides and Mariaelena Bartesaghi (Composition
Studies), Heidi A. McKee (Computers and Composition), Rex Veeder (Enculturation),
Matthew Pavesich (Journal of Basic Writing), Kelly S. Bradbury (The Journal of
Teaching Writing), Derek N. Mueller (Kairos), Richard H. Thames (KB Journal), Jeanne
Marie Rose (Pedagogy), and Melvette Melvin Davis (Reflections).
Robert Scholes passed away on December 9, 2016, leaving behind an intellectual
legacy focused broadly on textuality. Scholes’s work had a significant impact on a
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range of fields, including literary studies, composition and rhetoric, education, media
studies, and the digital humanities, among others. In Reading and Writing Instruction in
the Twenty-First Century contemporary scholars explore and extend the continued
relevance of Scholes’s work for those in English and writing studies. In this volume,
Scholes’s scholarship is included alongside original essays, providing a resource for
those considering everything from the place of the English major in the twenty-first
century to best practices for helping students navigate misinformation and
disinformation. Reading and Writing Instruction in the Twenty-First Century not only
keeps Scholes’s legacy alive but carries it on through a commitment, in Scholes’s
(1998) own words, to “offer our students . . . the cultural equipment they are going to
need when they leave us.” Contributors: Angela Christie, Paul T. Corrigan, Lynée
Lewis Gaillet, Doug Hesse, Alice S. Horning, Emily J. Isaacs, Christopher La Casse,
Robert Lestón, Kelsey McNiff, Thomas P. Miller, Jessica Rivera-Mueller, Christian
Smith, Kenny Smith
Designed for a broad audience in education, this book offers a realistic look at the wide
range of teaching contexts and how writing teachers adapt their pedagogy to their
particular circumstances. Specific topics highlighted by individual essays include: basic
writing, service learning, online writing, revision, research writing, proofreading and
editing, portfolios, and assessment rubrics. Following the Foreword (Kathleen B.
Yancey) and the Introduction (Cindy Moore and Peggy O'Neill), essays in the book are:
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(1) "Teaching and Literacy in Basic Writing Courses" (Suellynn Duffey); (2)
"Reexperiencing the Ordinary: Mapping Technology's Impact on Everyday Life"
(Catherine G. Latterell); (3) "Writing about Growing Up behind the Iron Curtain" (Pavel
Zemliansky); (4) "Autobiography in Advanced Composition" (Katie Hupp Stahlnecker);
(5) "Writing beyond the Academy: Using Service-Learning for Professional Preparation"
(Hildy Miller); (6) "Managing Diverse Disciplines in a Junior-Level WID Course" (Mark
Schaub); (7) "Letting Students Take Charge: A Nonfiction Writing Workshop" (Stephen
Wilhoit); (8) "Models for Voices: Narrative Essay Assignment" (Tonya M. Stremlau); (9)
"Writing with/in Identities: A Synthesis Assignment" (Heather E. Bruce); (10) "Conflict,
Context, Conversation: Rethinking Argument in the Classroom" (Margaret M. Strain);
(11) "Liberal Arts in a Cultural Studies Composition Course" (Mary M. Mulder); (12)
"Writing to Save the World" (Margrethe Ahlschwede); (13) "Alternative Forms of
Research Writing" (Eve Gerken); (14) "Rhetoric in Action: Ethnographic View" (David
Seitz); (15) "Creating an Online Newspaper" (Dan Melzer); (16) "Being Honest about
Writing and Individual Freedom--Or, Children, There Ain't No Rules" (P.L. Thomas);
(17) "Conflicting Voices in the Classroom: Developing Critical Consciousness" (Annette
Harris Powell); (18) "The Focused Reading Response" (Margaret A. McLaughlin); (19)
"Locating Students in Academic Dialogue: The Research Journal" (Janis E. Haswell);
(20) "Moving beyond 'This Is Good' in Peer Response" (Peggy M. Woods); (21) "Critical
Reading and Response: Experimenting with Anonymity in Draft Workshops" (J. Paul
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Johnson); (22) "Steal This Assignment: Radical Revision" (Wendy Bishop); (23)
"Getting Textual: Teaching Students to Proofread and Edit" (Brian Huot); (24) "Reading
the Writing Process on the Web" (Janice McIntire-Strasburg); (25) "Taking Out the
Guesswork: Using Checklists in the Composition Classroom" (Lee Nickoson-Massey);
(26) "Awakening the Writer's Identity through Conferences" (Kate Freeland); (27)
"Building Relationships through Written Dialogue" (Carl Gerriets and Jennifer Lowe);
(28) "A Comprehensive Plan to Respond to Student Writing" (Jeff Sommers); (29) "Why
Use Portfolios? One Teacher's Response" (Steven P. Smith); and (30) "Criteria for
Measuring Authentic Intellectual Achievement in Writing" (Kendra Sisserson; Carmen
K. Manning; Annie Knepler; David A. Jolliffe). (NKA).
Even as the major superhero film franchises appear to be exhausting their runs The
Umbrella Academy demonstrates that the superhero genre is still extremely effective at
creating role models with lasting psychological resonance and allegories with
extraordinary emotional impact. These essays give a voice to the misunderstood family
members of The Umbrella Academy in the comic book series and its highly popular
Netflix adaptation. They explore different forces like individualism, identity, family, and
feminism. One of the most striking features that unites these concepts is the linkage
between violence with voice, as well as violence's aestheticized depiction.
Papers in this volume explore Thucydides’ methods of research and representation
(also contrasting the notions of an objective historian and an artful narrator), provide
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insights into the historian’s narrative techniques and style, examine the use of the past
in Thucydidean historiography, analyse Thucydides’ political ideas in the context of 5th
century history and classical political thought, and investigate Thucydides’ relationship
to earlier historical accounts, especially Herodotus.
The Rhetoric of Race: Toward a Revolutionary Construction of Black Identity analitza el
llegat dels principals estudiosos de la identitat afroamericana: W. E. B. Du Bois, Alain
Locke i Amiri Baraka. El propòsit d'aquest volum és investigar i criticar les seues idees
per tal de mostrar fins a quin punt els seus esforços a l'hora de crear una definició de la
identitat negra no foren tan fructífers com es podria pensar. El llibre tracta d'elaborar
una definició revolucionària de la identitat emmarcada dins les següents posicions
teòriques: l'exigència del reconeixement d'un passat de sofriment, la rèplica d'allò
negatiu respecte a l'afroamericà i la crida-resposta com a forma de comunicació negra.
Tot fent servir la retòrica com a punt de partida, s'intenta justificar aquesta construcció
des de les posicions filosòfiques defensades per Michel Foucault i Gilles Deleuze. Les
idees de Foucault són la base per analitzar les possibilitats que inclou aquesta identitat
negra de resistència davant el poder, mentre que les de Deleuze són útils a l'hora
d'investigar el replegament cap a si mateix que aquesta identitat realitza per a crear un
espai intern. Tot i que forma part d'allò extern, aquest espai intern esdevé punt de
trobada de tots els aspectes històrics d'aquesta identitat, ja que parla del que ha estat,
és i serà. d'una altra banda, s'argumenta ací que aquesta trobada interna amb les
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seues múltiples parts porta aquesta identitat a projectar un jo positiu quan ha d'afrontar
allò extern. l'anàlisi de les idees d'investigadores afroamericanes com ara Barbara
Smith i bell hooks fa de conclusió. El capítol 5 exposa les conclusions a les quals arriba
aquest estudi. s'hi analitza la importancia de la música hip-hop dins el món
contemporani per a la comunitat afroamericana. Per la seua força cultural i lingüística,
el hip-hop posseix el potencial necessari per a construir una idea positiva del que és
ser negre als Estats Units per a la joventut afroamericana actual.
This timely and applied textbook brings together leading scientists to illustrate how key
theories and concepts in social psychology help to predict and explain behavior, and
can be successfully applied to benefit social and practical problems. It focuses on
robust theories and models known for their successful applications and covers a
diverse range of settings—spanning classroom interventions, health behavior, financial
decision making, climate change and much more. Each chapter comprises of a
theoretical section to define the key concepts and summarize the theory, providing
evidence for its reliability and limitations from basic research, as well as an application
section that summarizes research in an applied context and provides details about a
particular study including the respective application setting. The textbook expertly
shows how theory can make meaningful predictions for real world contexts, and isn’t
afraid to explain the potential hurdles and pitfalls when applying a theory and its
underlying set of concepts in a certain context. Crucially, this format moves towards
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theory testing in applied contexts, enabling a closer examination of why and under what
circumstances interventions may be successful in obtaining a desired behavioral or
psychological end-state. Among the topics explored: Mindset theory of action phases
and if-then planning Quality of motivation in self-determination theory The focus theory
of normative conduct Social identity theory and intergroup contact theory Intergroup
forgiveness Social Psychology in Action is a critical resource for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students in social and cultural psychology, as well as
students of behavioral economics seeking to develop a deeper understanding of major
theories and applications of the fields. Practitioners working in the areas of
organizational behavior and management, health communication, social work, and
educational science and pedagogy will also find the volume pertinent to their work.
It is hubris to claim answers to unanswerable questions. Such questions, however--as
part of their burden and worth--must still be asked, investigated, and contemplated.
How there can be a loving, all-powerful God and a world stymied by suffering and evil is
one of the unanswerable questions we must all struggle to answer, even as our
responses are closer to gasps, silences, and further questions. More importantly, how
and whether one articulates a response will have deep, lasting repercussions for any
belief in God and in our judgments upon one another. Throughout this wide-ranging,
interdisciplinary work, Peter Admirand draws upon his extensive research and
background in theology and testimonial literature, trauma and genocide studies, cultural
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studies, philosophy of religion, interreligious studies, and systematic theology. As David
Burrell writes in the Foreword: ". . .[T]he work's intricate structure, organization, and
development will lead us to appreciate that the best one can settle for is a fractured
faith built on a fractured theodicy, expressed in a language explicitly fragmented,
pluralist, and broken."
Finding ways to understand the nature of social change and social order-from political
movements to market meltdowns-is one of the enduring problems of social science.A Theory
of Fields draws together far-ranging insights from social movement theory, organizational
theory, and economic and political sociology to construct a general theory of social
organization and strategic action. In a work of remarkable synthesis, imagination, and analysis,
Neil Fligstein and Doug McAdam propose that social change and social order can be
understood through what they call strategic action fields. They posit that these fields are the
general building blocks of political and economic life, civil society, and the state, and the
fundamental form of order in our world today. Similar to Russian dolls, they are nested and
connected in a broader environment of almost countless proximate and overlapping fields.
Fields are mutually dependent; change in one often triggers change in another. At the core of
the theory is an account of how social actors fashion and maintain order in a given field. This
sociological theory of action, what they call "social skill," helps explain what individuals do in
strategic action fields to gain cooperation or engage in competition. To demonstrate the
breadth of the theory, Fligstein and McAdam make its abstract principles concrete through
extended case studies of the Civil Rights Movement and the rise and fall of the market for
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mortgages in the U.S. since the 1960s. The book also provides a "how-to" guide to help others
implement the approach and discusses methodological issues. With a bold new approach, A
Theory of Fields offers both a rigorous and practically applicable way of thinking through and
making sense of social order and change-and how one emerges from the other-in modern,
complex societies.
The New York Times bestseller that gives readers a paradigm-shattering new way to think
about motivation from the author of When: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing Most
people believe that the best way to motivate is with rewards like money—the carrot-and-stick
approach. That's a mistake, says Daniel H. Pink (author of To Sell Is Human: The Surprising
Truth About Motivating Others). In this provocative and persuasive new book, he asserts that
the secret to high performance and satisfaction-at work, at school, and at home—is the deeply
human need to direct our own lives, to learn and create new things, and to do better by
ourselves and our world. Drawing on four decades of scientific research on human motivation,
Pink exposes the mismatch between what science knows and what business does—and how
that affects every aspect of life. He examines the three elements of true motivation—autonomy,
mastery, and purpose-and offers smart and surprising techniques for putting these into action
in a unique book that will change how we think and transform how we live.
Because composition students will major in a wide variety of disciplines, Fields of Reading
draws on the major divisions of the curriculum -- arts and humanities, social sciences and
public affairs, and sciences and technologies -- to present well-crafted and high-quality writing
from these fields. Chosen by five editors who are all distinguished teachers and writers, the
selections are organized in each division by writing purpose (reflecting, reporting, explaining,
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and arguing) in order to show how writing must be suited to a particular situation in order to be
effective. Students are thus exposed to important readings by key voices in contemporary
intellectual life -- the kind of thought-provoking pieces one expects to encounter in college. The
unique dual organization by academic discipline and rhetorical purpose helps students to
understand how subject, intent, and audience influence the form and style of their own writing.
This book is about specific ministry needs or opportunities in China. It is perfect for
missionaries who are serving or will serve in China to read, to get a better idea for ministry
opportunities within China. Additionally, the chapters are very relevant for Chinese believers in
house churches in China. Though house churches in China have spread across China and
matured over recent decades, this book focuses on multi-faceted ways that house churches in
China can continue to mature in their faithfulness to the gospel. This book has multiple
authors, each of which is writing a chapter relating to their expertise. A chapter in this book
written by author John Ensor is about doing ministry through anti-abortion pregnancy help
clinics in China. Another chapter in this book, written by Elisabeth Kim, is about doing ministry
through working in large corporations in China. These are just some examples of profound and
practical chapters that are written by the authors of this book about ministry opportunities in
China. Some of the authors in this book are mission professors in the US. Some are
missionaries with various platforms and ministries in China.

Quantum field theory has been a great success for physics, but it is difficult for
mathematicians to learn because it is mathematically incomplete. Folland, who is
a mathematician, has spent considerable time digesting the physical theory and
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sorting out the mathematical issues in it. Fortunately for mathematicians, Folland
is a gifted expositor. The purpose of this book is to present the elements of
quantum field theory, with the goal of understanding the behavior of elementary
particles rather than building formal mathematical structures, in a form that will be
comprehensible to mathematicians. Rigorous definitions and arguments are
presented as far as they are available, but the text proceeds on a more informal
level when necessary, with due care in identifying the difficulties. The book
begins with a review of classical physics and quantum mechanics, then proceeds
through the construction of free quantum fields to the perturbation-theoretic
development of interacting field theory and renormalization theory, with emphasis
on quantum electrodynamics. The final two chapters present the functional
integral approach and the elements of gauge field theory, including the
Salam–Weinberg model of electromagnetic and weak interactions.
Because one purpose of college is to expose you to a wide range of ideas, Fields
of Reading includes readings from the major divisions of the curriculum - arts and
humanities, social sciences and public affairs, and sciences and technologies.
The five editors, all distinguished teachers and authors, have chosen well-crafted
and high-quality writing from these fields. The selections are organized in each
division by writing purpose (reflecting, reporting, explaining, and arguing) in order
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to show how writing must be suited to a particular situation in order to be
effective. All of the pieces in this book are important readings by key voices in
contemporary intellectual life - the kind of thought-provoking pieces one ought to
encounter in college. Book jacket.
This book looks at the figure of the English teacher in Indian classrooms and
examines the practice and relevance of English and India’s colonial legacy,
many decades after independence. The book is an account of the varied
experiences of teaching English in universities in different parts of the country. It
highlights the changes in curriculum and teaching practices and how the
discipline lent itself to a study of culture, historical contexts, the fashioning of
identities or reform over the years. The volume presents the dramatic changes in
the composition of the English classroom in terms of gender, class, caste and
indigenous communities in recent decades, as well as the shifts in teaching
strategies and curriculum which the new diversity necessitated. The essays in the
collection also examine the distinctiveness of English practice in India through
classroom accounts which explore themes like post-coloniality, feminism and
human rights through the study of texts by Shakespeare, Beckett, Doris Lessing
and poetry from the Northeast. This book will be of interest to academics,
researchers, students and practitioners of English Studies, education, colonial
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studies, cultural studies and South Asian studies, as well as those concerned
with the history of higher education and the establishment of disciplines and
institutions.
Fields of Reading draws on the major divisions of the curriculum — arts and
humanities, social sciences, and sciences — to offer well-crafted and high-quality
writing from these fields. Chosen with the rhetorical purposes of composition in
mind by editors who are all distinguished teachers and writers, the selections
progress from individual essays to paired texts to casebooks that contain multiple
readings on engaging topics and compelling issues. Even more than its
predecessors, the new edition emphasizes the cross-curricular reading, thinking,
and writing expected in college as it exposes students to key cultural
conversations that involve major voices in contemporary intellectual life. The print
text is now integrated with e-Pages for Fields of Reading, designed to take
advantage of what the Web can do.
Building on the groundbreaking research of the MacArthur Foundation's Digital
Media and Learning initiative, this book crosses the divide between digital
literacies and traditional print culture to engage a generation of students who can
read with a book in one hand and a mouse in the other. Reading in a
Participatory Culture tells the story of an innovative experiment that brought
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together playwright and director Ricardo Pitts-Wiley, Melville scholar Wyn Kelley,
and new media scholar Henry Jenkins to develop an exciting new curriculum to
reshape the middle- and high-school English language arts classroom. This book
offers highlights from the resources developed for teaching Herman Melvilles
Moby-Dick and outlines basic principles of design, implementation, and
assessment that can be applied to any text.
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